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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte  Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. Adh Mór. The Tidy Towns 
submission this year was really good as the map was colour-coded with appropriate designations of M, N & FP 
assigned to projects; it appears to be a hand drawn map and was very helpful in adjudication. One wonders if Tulla 
is competing in the correct population category as the village look larger than a B (201-1000 population size); it may 
work to your disadvantage to be competing in the wrong category. Liaison with many supporting bodies and groups 
has proven to be fruitful and the engagement with all schools at each level benefits the entire community in the long 
term. The help of the Transition Year students in the refurbishment of roadside facades of vacant properties has 
done a lot to enhance the overall appearance of the village. There are a number of buildings within Tulla that appear 
to have social / cultural interest and may be worthy of being featured in a Heritage Trail. An information panel 
showing the location of the lake and facilities available together with signposting should feature in the village centre.
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The majority of buildings within Tulla present beautifully painted roadside facades and it worth reiterating the role of 
the Transition Year students for their part in painting vacant premises. A number of older buildings were favourably 
noted and include the Courthouse, Library and what appears to be the old Market House; as suggested above these 
may be suitable for inclusion in a Heritage Trail or at least feature information panels on their sociocultural 
significance. Saint Joseph’s Secondary School looked wonderful, its landscaping and roadside boundary treatment 
was especially admired. The boundary wall of the National School looked quite weather-stained; the church and its 
grounds looked well however its boundary wall needs attention too. The Post Office premises has some nice 
features but the plethora of posters in the window diminish its visual appeal to a degree. O’Halloran’s garage was 
admired and treatment to fencing at the Garda Station is noted. Congratulations on funding acquired and work 
accomplished with the help of the
Scout group for the Lakeside public space. The ‘Hill of Tulla’ mural demonstrates a strong awareness of Tulla’s 
heritage.
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The small ‘Failte Garden’ is a charming space together with the seated picnic amenity area featuring the boat and 
landscaping located near the school. Young trees are maturing well inside the roadside boundary of the National 
School and the landscaped area at the junction with the Feakle road was admired also. Has consideration been 
given to further landscaping within the church grounds? Some native trees may be appropriate. Container planting 
throughout the village is colourful in addition to being pollinator friendly; maintenance at St Mochualla’s Well is 
favourably noted also. The maintenance of green areas is to a high standard and the new mowing regime for 
biodiversity is well informed as is the shift to perennial planting and the emphasis on pollinator friendly planting.
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favourably noted also. The maintenance of green areas is to a high standard and the new mowing regime for 
biodiversity is well informed as is the shift to perennial planting and the emphasis on pollinator friendly planting.

The small ‘Nature Park’ beside the library which features an insect hotel and more is charming; beyond this site 
green spaces leading to the burial grounds and ruins offer visual interest and excite curiosity! The playground is 
being nicely managed and the adjoining carpark and seating for adults is a welcome feature. The new upgrading of 
the amenity facility at the Lake is significant in that it promotes cycling and walking as alternative modes of travel in 
addition to providing for the recreational needs of the community. We note the continued search for new sites for 
pollinators and your work with East Clare Way to enhance pathways, walks and trails around Tulla. The 
refurbishment of signage for the Loop Walk is a worthy project. We look forward to an update on your survey on the 
Barn Owl with Bird Watch Ireland.

The ‘Adopt a Patch’ initiative appears to be successful if the litter free status of Tulla during adjudication can be 
taken as an indicator; our appreciation is extended to the schools and scouts in this respect. It is good to note the 
involvement of residents also in the wake of events and festivals. Do update us in next year’s entry of the outcome 
of the installation of Dog Poo bags on walks throughout the village and environs. Again, the business community 
have initiated a new project, this time in respect of reinstating litter bins outside of their premises; well done to the 
Cub Scouts for their role in the design of signage to encourage the proper disposal of litter. The visual clutter 
created by overhead service cables throughout the village looks untidy and we hope these can be ducted in the 
not-too-distant future.

Tulla’s recycling point was very neatly managed during adjudication. The new communal composting facility at the 
Old Forge estate will make a contribution to sustainable planting in addition to the on-going rainwater harvesting 
initiative and the emphasis on perennial planting. The new Butt Bins installed by a local business is laudable and the 
continued emphasis on recycling and upcycling including recycling of clothing in the schools cannot be 
overestimated. The Community Garden within the Old Forge Estate will no doubt grow from strength to strength as 
more of us develop awareness of the inherent value of Growing your Own! The help of Clare County Council is 
favourably acknowledged.

Town houses within Tulla were admired for the quality of their roadside appearance and presentation, many have 
participated in the Village Paint Scheme and the streetscape is the beneficiary. Residential estates looked well and 
the entrance to The Green was especially admired; the completion of Radharc an Cnoic is looked forward to. A 
residence on one entrance to the village featured what looked like a lot of dumped materials within its curtilage area 
and a number of roadside boundary walls to dwellings would benefit from refurbishment; stretches of kerb needed to 
have weed growth removed. The entrance to the Powers Court Estate was admired for its landscaping. It is good to 
note that residents take responsibility for the maintenance of their own green areas and the new mowing regime in 
the Old Forge Estate in addition to communal composting of green waste. As noted above the playground is being 
beautifully presented and managed.

Your adjudicator loves the design and theme of Tulla’s heritage name signs “The Windswept Hill”. Road and 
footpath surfaces throughout the village are quite good and stretches of recently refurbished footpaths were noted. 
Entrances from approach roads look well and are a nice introduction to the village; we note that this involved the 
participation of many groups and that new kerbing is a significant feature of Tulla’s Multi Annual Plan. Street 
furniture in general looks well and we wish you success in the refurbishment of the donated heritage gate. Two 
redundant poles on the entrance from the Gort Road should be removed as a matter of priority. The pedestrian 
crossing enhances road safety for all. We wish the group success in their application for further funding to extend 
the mural project on White’s Lane.

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Concluding Remarks:

Being located on a hill gives Tulla an interesting layout and streetscape and facilitates scenic views of the village 
and its environs. The presentation of the village for this year’s adjudication was very good, thank you.


